Content
Federation
Services
Your organization has information
spread across multiple systems—
Nuxeo delivers that information to
you in one place.
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Complete Content View
Nuxeo delivers a 360° view of the information
within your organization. Whether you are
looking to manage clients, cases, suppliers,
invoices—getting fast access to all of the
information relating to that entity saves time
and increases productivity.
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Out of the Box Connectors
Nuxeo delivers over 60 out of the box
connectors to other ECM systems, core

Nuxeo provides the industry’s most
advanced Content Services Platform
(CSP) to help organizations unlock the
hidden value of their content—wherever
it resides. Our federation capabilities
connect your enterprise information
systems together for rapid access.

business systems, file sharing apps,
and more.
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Non-Disruptive
Nuxeo not only operates in harmony with your
existing systems, but our content federation
capabilities enhance and enrich information
residing in other systems to intelligently deliver
information to users from a central hub.

75%

of organizations have information spread across
multiple systems.*

Connected to Anything

Work the Way You Want

Every organization has information and content stored in multiple

Nuxeo is architected to combine the power of content

places—file systems, legacy applications, content systems, and more.

and document management with custom user interfaces,

With out of the box connectors to over 60 systems, Nuxeo recognizes

enabling the rapid creation of robust and customized

this and provides tools to allow you to manage this challenge from on

content-driven solutions designed to meet the specific

central place, without the need to move or replace your existing systems.

needs of organizations and their users.

Modern Architecture

Manages All Content Types

The Nuxeo platform is the only modern Content Services Platform that

Manage traditional content types (MS Office, PDF,

was built in the era of the cloud using true open source architecture.

emails) and digital assets (rich media—audio, video,

Nuxeo’s cloud-native architecture allows for rapid deployment in any

geospatial) using a boundless data model. The Nuxeo

environment (on-premises, cloud or hybrid) and the open source power

CSP includes customizable versioning, tagging,

of the platform enables the flexibility, scalability and extensibility to allow

metadata and rendering capabilities.

organizations to realize the full value of their content and achieve digital
transformation.

Built-In Workflow and Automation
Built-in workflow and automation capabilities enable

Built for Enterprise Workloads

rapid creation and deployment of business-driven

Nuxeo has been designed and built to handle true enterprise workloads,

applications. A visual, drag and drop interface allows

where multiple systems come together to work with billions of content,

business users to easily build and configure workflows

data and information items.

that streamline manual processes while also providing a
deeper level of visibility into these processes .

*Statistic courtesy of AIIM

Experience it today!
Learn more about Nuxeo Content Federation Services
and request a personalized product demonstration at
www.nuxeo.com

